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Mountain Maple Quest 

Norwich, Vermont 
Physical Difficulty: Moderate 

Special Features: Natural 
Walking Conditions: Trail 

Duration: 1 hour 
Bring: your bicycle 

 
To get there: Drive into Norwich and continue into town. Make your 

first left after Dan & Whits onto Beaver Meadow Rd. Continue on this 

road for 3.8 miles. On the left there is a turnaround where you can 
park. Continue down the road for 20 yards until you get to a gate on the 

right side of the road. Go around it and you will find the trail head for 
the blue ribbon trail on the right. This is where the journey starts. 

 
Overview: Witness ecological succession in action as you take a 

challenging hike or bike ride along this beautiful woodland trail. 
 

Clues: 

Finding the treasure’s the course of this quest 
And crossing the street should be your first step 
A gate blocks your path, so here cars will fail 

But ahead is a sign, “Gile Mountain Ridge Trail” 
To the right is the trail, here you will start 

To stay on the path, follow the blue marks 

 
This trail has a story, follow along its progression 

And witness a real life example of succession 
Maples, pines, birches; these the tall trees  

But keep an eye on the saplings, what could they be? 
 

Just ahead on the right is a bare striped tree (1) 
And at its foot lies a pile of pine cone debris 

Squirrels munch on the cones that still hang in the tree 
While mice and voles search cones that have fallen for seeds 
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Keep your eyes on the mud; take care of your shoes 

But also scan the mud for clues 
Bicycle tracks mar the ground, so much is unclear 

But look for pointed tracks, the sign of a deer 
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A slight left reveals a big stump on your heart side 

And beyond, on your right is another that’s died 
Cross by these stumps and veer rightward more 

And again on your left will be another, this so tall as to soar 
 

Pass by a depression, still filled or dried out 
In Fall and Spring, a vital vernal pool 

Summer dries, life abandons 
Can’t house even a toad stool 

 
Proceed to and through ferns  

Are they showing their spores? 
Are they edible ostriches? 

Or might they ache your stomach sore..  
Before you eat, be sure 

Let the pines pass you by as you curve rightward more 

 
You’ll be at a crossroads 

Like so often in life 
Follow leftward and you’ll be free of all strife 

Toward the Fire Tower, where you can see what the sunrise forebodes 
 

If you’re headed correctly you’ll soon see hydra birch 
Three necks, sibling trees all emerged from one trunk 

Keep forward and you’ll be on track to the mountain perch 
 

These switchback may save your shins from splints 
To the left up a ways is a rock with a crack (6) 

You’re getting close now, don’t think to turn back 
To identify the small white flowers here’s a hint 
Take a smell-seem familiar? - You’re holding mint 
 
Further on it gets clearer, with open space you’re confronted 

And a hidden view, mountain maple abundant (7) 
Wind blows through these clearings, ripples like a wave 

A nice spot for a snack before back on your way 
 

Now your legs have grown weary, and your face has gone pale 
At last on the right; sign reads “Please stay on trail” 
I know you’re excited for the treasure you seek 
But there’s more that just treasure making this spot unique 

 
See a large vernal pool, to the right of the sign? (8) 

These bodies of water only exist in springtime 
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The wet-to-dry cycle aligns with the seasons exact 

Forcing creatures that live here to die or adapt 
Underwater plants, sprout beneath the surface 

Bees pollinate flowers, serving both their purposes 
If you’re slapping your skin, that’s the bite of mesquites 

Hope you brought your OFF!, or at least some DEET 
 

Now pay close attention, there’s no time to fail 
Go back to the sign: “Please stay on the trail” 
Look at the sign so you can clearly read “Please” 
And scan your vision one-hundred eighty degrees 

Look past the car path, see the big rock? 
Search around there for your treasure box! 

 
Please be a good steward of the land: leave it better then you found it and 

pack out any trash you find. 
 

Valley Quest is a collection of treasure hunts that share and teach the natural 
gems and cultural heritage of the Upper Valley with children, families, adults, 
and visitors. It is a program of Vital Communities, a regional nonprofit working 

to engage citizens, organizations, and communities in creating solutions to our 
region’s challenges. Learn more at vitalcommunities.org 

 

 
 


